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With its Popcorn, Indiana® product line and new Chip’ins® product line of  
popcorn chips, Popcorn, Indiana sells a large percentage of its volume through trade  
promotions — a critical  line item and significant expense on the company’s P&L. 

Frustration with the time spent (and lost) on essential business tasks, such as  
clearing deductions, sales and spend forecasting and the difficulty in accurately  
accruing trade spend, fueled the financial-driven decision to adopt AFS™ Trade  
Promotion Management Retail. 

ABOUT POPCORN INDIANA

We are wildly fanatical about healthier, whole grain snacking. Our mission is to make the 
best tasting better-for-you snacks on the planet. We have our own facility, filled with honest-
to-goodness corn that is specifically grown for popping. We have special kettles that are 
filled, by hand, one scoop at a time, by real people, who are carefully producing, oh-so-
lovingly, the greatest popcorn you’ve ever had. That sentence had a lot of commas, so you 
know we’re serious. We have popcorn chefs who do nothing but dream up fantastic flavor 
combinations.  

HOW AFS HELPED POPCORN INDIANA 

• TPM system implementation completed within 60 days.

• Cleared deductions faster and easier, reducing its deduction balance by more than 50%.

• Reduced its forecasting error Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) by half.

• Identified and monitor inconsistent rates per case among its different customers.

• Recognized invalid deductions quickly and have the necessary documentation to  
 demonstrate to these to customers.

• Planned all of its annual programs in one system, enabling the company to  
 view an entire year’s plan in one convenient location.

• Eliminated the need to review and sort multiple Excel® workbooks formerly  
 submitted in varying formats by each sales representative.

• Armed the sales team with fact-based information to initiate fruitful discussions  
 with customers about trading-off ineffective spend in favor of increased  
 consumer-based spending.

Popcorn, Indiana, LLC participates in on of the most 
diverse and highly competitivetrade-driven categories 
in the CG industry: Salty Snacks.
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

• Using a better technology tool gives the finance team at Popcorn, Indiana the  
 ability  to more easily establish accruals to fund future deductions and deliver  
 more accurate spend versus objectives reports to the senior management team.

• Popcorn, Indiana has significantly increased its sales and spend forecasts accuracy.

• After utilizing the AFS Trade Promotion Management solution for eight months,  
 Popcorn, Indiana’s “mean absolute percentage error” (MAPE), which is a  
 measurement of forecast accuracy, was nearly cut in half.

• Better forecasting capabilities allows Popcorn, Indiana’s operations team to plan  
 production better. The Popcorn Indiana purchasing team can review long-term  
 forecasts to secure raw materials and logistics can now schedule transportation  
 needs to support extra volume during a promotion.

• Leveraging AFS TradePro solution also helped Popcorn, Indiana identify and  
 address ways to increase the overall effectiveness of its trade budget. Further  
 productivity gains and savings were achieved—not only in dollars, but in  
 resources and time, across various departments across the entire organization.

ABOUT AFS TECHNOLOGIES
AFS Technologies (AFS) is the leading provider of software and services purpose-built 

for consumer goods companies. We are committed to efficiencies in trade spend, 

retail execution and supply chain. With 30 years of experience, AFS serves more 

than 1,300 customers of all sizes, in more than 50 countries, with innovative and  

configurable solutions that are proven to optimize your potential with automated  

processes, improved productivity and rapid time to value. 

To learn more about AFS, visit www.afsi.com. 


